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Abstract

How does export liberalization affect firm location choice and the spatial concentration of eco-

nomic activity? We address these questions using the geo-coordinates of Chinese manufacturing

firms and find that export widens inter-city and intra-city spatial disparities by reinforcing ini-

tially large industry centers. We first show that there has been an increased spatial concentration

across cities in response to improved foreign market access. Only industry city pairs that were

large initially increase their employment density following trade liberalization. Second, there

has also been an increased spatial concentration within cities. For a given industry, districts

closer to city centers are getting denser, mainly driven by the extensive margin. Third, the

above effects are not exclusive to industries directly exposed to export shocks but also spill over

positively to upstream and downstream industries and negatively to industries competing for

the same workers locally.0
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1 Introduction

The increasingly uneven distribution of production and trade across geographic space is one of the

most remarkable features of the economy (Marshall 1890; Duranton and Overman 2005; Combes

et al. 2012; Redding 2020). Given the importance of spatial concentration, there has been a large

literature exploring the underlying determinants. However, there is little evidence on the impact of

international trade on spatial concentration with a few exceptions (Fajgelbaum and Redding 2022;

Bakker et al. 2021).

In this paper, we explore the role of international trade in shaping the spatial distribution of

manufacturing firms. Two plausible mechanisms can explain the phenomenon - market access and

regional comparative advantage. The former suggests that reducing trade costs leads to increased

population in regions with greater access to foreign markets, regardless of location fundamentals

(Redding and Sturm 2008; Redding and Rossi-Hansberg 2017; Fajgelbaum and Redding 2022).

However, location fundamentals such as productivity do matter in shaping regional comparative

advantages. The latter mechanism implies that when two regions have the same access to foreign

markets, the one with a comparative advantage in the liberalizing industry will benefit more.

Trade liberalization reinforces within-country regional comparative advantages, inducing spatial

concentration.

Despite the large literature on the determinants of spatial concentration, a complete answer has

so far proven elusive. This is because it has been exceedingly difficult to measure spatial concen-

tration. As firm-level geo-location information is hard to obtain, past works have mostly relied on

inter-regional (or sector-by-region) variations in employment or output.1 The regional aggregated

data has several limitations. First, little is known about the intra- city spatial concentration due to

the lack of firm-level geo-coordinates. Second, when researchers measure inter-city spatial concen-

tration, city-level aggregated data creates spatial discontinuity regarding the scale and boundary

of administrative units. If one industry cluster happens to locate along the borders of two admin-

istrative units, aggregation by administrative units splits the industry cluster. Lastly, the same

inability to directly observe the changes of firm locations over time makes it extremely difficult

to understand the determinants of firm location dynamics and thus limits previous research from

1A few exception includes Alfaro and M. Chen (2014) and Alfaro, M. Chen, and Fadinger (2019) using the
firm-level geocode data in 2005 and Duranton and Overman (2005).
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painting a complete picture of the role of international trade.

We explore the role that regional comparative advantage (proxied by initial industry-city cluster

size) plays by using novel Chinese firm-level data with geo-location information. The novel firm-

level data on geo-coordinates allows us to explore the dynamic impact of trade liberalization on

spatial concentration. We exploit differential reductions in export uncertainty for Chinese industries

when China joined the WTO in 2001 in a dif-in-dif type setting. Our results show that increasing

access to foreign markets increases both inter-regional and intra-regional spatial concentration.

Inter-regional spatial concentration increases because only clusters that were already large initially

expand, while intra-regional concentration increases because this expansion is strongest around the

cluster center. These patterns hold even if we hold the traditional market access channel fixed by

controlling for distance to the coast and changes in internal trade costs. Hence, trade liberalization

reinforces regional comparative advantages and in doing so increases the spatial concentration of

economic activity by reinforcing clusters that were large initially.

Specifically, we ask three questions. First, what’s the impact of export liberalization on inter-

city spatial concentration? Second, what’s the impact of export liberalization on intra-city spatial

concentration? Third, how do industry-specific export shocks spill over to other industries? To

measure export shocks, we utilize a large reduction in trade uncertainty for Chinese firms after the

US granted China permanent normal trade relations (NTR) in accordance with China’s accession

to the WTO in 2001 (Pierce and Schott 2016; Handley and Limão 2017).

We start the analysis by studying the direct effect of export liberalization in shaping the spatial

clustering of firms across cities. We provide evidence on the existence of a Darwin effect where

advantage begets further advantage. We find that large industry-city pairs are getting larger in

response to increased access to foreign markets, while smaller and medium size clusters do not get

larger. This reinforcement of initially large agglomeration clusters leads to a sizeable increase in the

spatial concentration of economic activity. Contrary to theoretical predictions, these reinforcing

agglomeration effects are primarily driven by entry rather than an expansion of the original firms

in dense areas. While in principle incumbents also benefit from liberalization, in initially dense

areas these benefits are outweighed by increased competition from new entrants.

Furthermore, we show that the Darwin effect not only holds across cities but holds across

districts within cities. Districts close to the cluster center expand more as a consequence of trade
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liberalization, while employment density increases attenuate as one moves away from the center.

This implies that within-city economic development has become more unequal over time. Moreover,

the positive impact of increasing market size on agglomeration are sizeable but attenuates with

distance. For an average cluster in the fourth quartile of the initial size distribution facing one

standard deviation higher reduction in trade uncertainty, employment density increases by 21.2%

10 to 20km from the cluster center. We find positive effects on density up to 100km away from the

initial cluster center, but not in its immediate vicinity (0 to 10km).

The direct effect does not, however, correspond to the full impact of trade liberalization on

agglomeration, which also encompasses several indirect channels. We study the spillover effects

and find that these direct density expansions spill over locally to related industries. The spatial

concentration of industries upstream and downstream of the liberalizing industry also expand, but

only if the initial cluster of the liberalizing industry was already large. On the other hand, industries

that use a similar labour pool as the liberalizing industry contract, indicating local competition for

labor and imperfect labor mobility.

Our paper relates to the large literature on the driving forces of agglomeration, such as input-

output linkage, labor pool, technology diffusion (Ellison, Glaeser, and Kerr 2010; Combes et al.

2012; Alfaro and M. X. Chen 2018; Gaubert 2018), and trade cost. In addition, Alfaro and M. Chen

(2014) and Alfaro, M. Chen, and Fadinger (2019) study the spillover effect of multinational firms

on the agglomeration of domestic firms, and Lu et al. (2019) examine the role of special economic

zone, where both of them use detailed geo-location information. Regarding the role of international

trade, Curuk and Vannoorenberghe (2017) and Helm (2020) use region-industry level data to study

how the export growth in one industry affects the employment growth in other related industries.

They show that trade’s spillover effect mainly works through the channels of the labor pool and

vertical linkages. Bakker et al. (2021) shows that export-specific agglomeration spillovers arise

due to the self-selection of productive firms into exporting and economically dense areas, which

subsequently lead to larger welfare gains in dense areas following trade liberalization.

We contribute to the literature on international trade and urban economics by exploring both

the inter-city and intra-city effects. No consensus has been reached regarding the impact of trade

on the inter-regional agglomeration and there is little evidence on the impact of trade on intra-

regional agglomeration due to data limitation. Using firm-level geo-location data, we find that
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export widens inter-city and intra-city spatial disparities in economic activity. There has been an

increased spatial concentration across cities in response to improved foreign market accesses. For a

given industry, cities that were initially populous are getting more populous over time. Regarding

the within-city effect, districts that are closer to industry-specific city centers are getting more

populous, which implies export also plays a reinforcing role for initially populous districts.

Second, this paper relates to the literature on agglomeration and agglomeration formation.

We show that trade liberalization reinforces within industry agglomeration and co-agglomeration

between industries. We contribute to the literature on the measurement of agglomeration (Ellison

and Glaeser 1997; Duranton and Overman 2005) by measuring agglomeration at a fine spatial

scale. The geo-coded firm level data allows us to capture one key features of agglomeration,

namely employment density. By using a concentric ring approach, we show that the effect of trade

liberalization on agglomeration attenuates with distance. The geo-coded firm-level data further

enables us to capture the intensive and extensive margin of agglomeration. We show that the

positive effect of trade liberalization on agglomeration is mainly driven by new entrants. We then

show that the impact of trade on agglomeration attenuates with firms’ distances to cluster centers.

1.1 Literature

This paper contributes to two strands of literature and highlights their connection. The first strand

is the literature on agglomeration, which is concerned with why firms agglomerate and whether

agglomeration spillovers exist. The second strand is the recent literature on spatial dimensions

along which trade shocks disseminate.

Agglomeration

Marshall (1890) already noticed the severe geographic concentration of economic activity and at-

tributed it to three main reasons. The first are spillovers due to input-output linkages. Proximity

to suppliers and customers reduces transaction and transportation costs. The second reason is

knowledge spillovers between firms in the same industry, while the third reason is the pooling of

specialized labor. More recently, Duranton and Puga (2004) proposed that there are also sharing

effects, which relate to the pooling of risk, the use of local public goods, and gains due to a greater

input variety.
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Krugman (1991) picked up on this notion but heavily emphasized input-output linkages. In his

model, increasing returns to scale and transport cost play a key role. The key argument is that firms

benefit from locating close to suppliers and customers, as transport is costly. This in turn attracts

labor, further increasing local product demand and thus economic concentration (Krugman 1991).

The model maintains identical firms, which Baldwin and Okubo (2005) extend to a model with

heterogeneous firms. The key result from Baldwin and Okubo (2005) is that the most productive

firms self-select into clusters as lower productivity firms cannot survive in areas with high wages,

high land rents, and heavy competition.

The self-selection mechanism highlighted by Baldwin and Okubo (2005) and also Nocke (2006),

is potentially at odds with the existence of agglomeration spillovers. If economically dense areas

form due to path dependency, first order geography, or local amenities, then the productivity

advantage of dense areas might solely be driven by self selection, calling into question whether

agglomeration spillovers exist at all.

Recent evidence, however, suggests that both forces play a role. Firms sort into economically

dense areas, and in turn, agglomeration spillovers make them more productive. Greenstone et al.

(2010) use a dataset of US counties that won or barely lost a large plant opening as a quasi-natural

experiment. They find that large plant openings increased incumbents’ total factor productivity

(TFP) by 12% over a six year period. These gains were larger for incumbents that were economically

close to the new plant, especially in terms of technology usage and labor pooling (Greenstone

et al. 2010). In fact it seems like all of Marshall’s three reasons for agglomeration drive the

co-agglomeration of industries, as Ellison, Glaeser, and Kerr (2010) find. The prime reason for

co-agglomeration between industries is input-output linkages, while externalities from knowledge

spillovers and labor pooling play a lesser role (Ellison, Glaeser, and Kerr 2010). Dense areas,

economically as well as in terms of population, are usually cities. Combes et al. (2012) specifically

try to test whether the productivity advantage of large cities can be explained entirely by self-

selection. In their data on French establishments, they conclude that it cannot. Also using French

data, Gaubert (2018) tries to quantify to what extent self-selection or agglomeration spillovers drive

the productivity advantage of large cities. She finds that about half of the productivity advantage

is due to self-selection, while the other half stems from agglomeration spillovers.

The interaction between agglomeration and productivity also has implications for labor markets.
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Agglomeration spillovers can potentially magnify local economic shocks. For example, Gathmann

et al. (2020) find considerable local spillovers to mass lay-offs that amplify regional employment

losses. Similarly, Helm (2020) shows that trade shocks propagate locally to other industries that

are connected through labour pooling.

We add to the literature by providing evidence in line with agglomeration spillovers magnifying

local economic shocks that result in further spatial concentration of the industry directly affected

by the shock and industries upstream and downstream in the supply chain. Additionally, we show

that these agglomeration effects attenuate over distances up to 100km. Furthermore, we decompose

these concentration effects to show that they are primarily driven by new entrants rather than

incumbents.

Lastly, we add to the literature on the measurement of agglomeration. The lack of geo-coded

firm level data induces researchers to use more aggregate levels such as city level or industry-city

level data (Ellison and Glaeser 1997; Helm 2020; Bakker et al. 2021; Bakker 2021). This can lead to

measurement error as firms that are virtually next to one another might still be on opposing sides

of administrative regional borders. This problem was first addressed by Duranton and Overman

(2005), who use geo-coded data on UK firms to investigate the extent to which firms in different

industries tend to agglomerate. Their measure, which is based on the density of firms over distance

captures what we refer to as “closeness”, i.e., the extent to which firms cluster close to one another.

However, their measure tries to capture how localized different industries are compared to one

another and cannot speak to the strength of agglomeration of any given cluster. To expand on this

we propose a measurement of agglomeration that varies by industry-location pairs and captures two

dimensions of agglomeration: “closeness” - to what extent do firms cluster together; and “thickness”

- the employment density of a location. Our measure captures the strength of the two dimensions

over space around the cluster, and can thus show how agglomeration effects attenuate over distance.

Spatial dimensions of trade shocks

The literature on trade has only recently begun to disentangle the spatial dimensions by which trade

shocks ripple through the economy. Most of this literature has focused on the effects of Chinese

import competition on local labor markets, which drastically increased with China’s accession to

the WTO in 2001. Autor et al. (2013) explore the relationship between the US manufacturing
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employment decline and a local labor market’s exposure to Chinese imports. They find sizeable

effects and attribute a quarter of the manufacturing employment decline in the US between 1990

and 2007 to increased competition with Chinese imports. A range of studies has since confirmed

similar effects for other countries. For example, Dauth et al. (2014) find similar effects on German

manufacturing employment in exposed local labor markets, though they note that the fall of the

Iron Curtain and trade integration with Eastern Europe played a larger role. Balsvik et al. (2015)

and Donoso et al. (2015) also find significant manufacturing employment declines related to Chinese

import competition in Norway and Spain, respectively.

Acemoglu et al. (2016) subsequently follow up on Autor et al. (2013) and include indirect

competition through input-output linkages on a national level, and find that it accounts for about

half of the total employment losses. More recently, Bloom et al. (2019) highlight neglected firm

dynamics behind the impact of Chinese imports on US local labor markets. Specifically, they find

that Chinese import competition generated no net job losses, but instead firms switched out of

manufacturing into services. This reallocation happened along a spatial dimension, as employment

shifted from manufacturing in the US heartland towards services at the coasts (Bloom et al. 2019).

This paper contributes to this literature by showing that trade shocks not only have varying regional

implications because of pre-existing industry compositions, but also that they increase the spatial

concentration of economic activity within sectors due to pre-existing agglomeration externalities.

Agglomeration and Trade

After establishing the importance of spatial dimensions to trade shocks, the literature has started

to consider the role agglomeration economics plays in disseminating these trade shocks. Curuk and

Vannoorenberghe (2017) and Helm (2020), pick up on the role agglomeration economics play in the

impact of trade shocks. Helm (2020) looks at Germany’s initial local industry composition and finds

that positive net trade shocks to a national industry had positive spillovers to other industries in

the same labor market. These spillovers were primarily transmitted through labor sharing, in line

with one of Marshall’s three forces (Helm 2020). Dix-Carneiro and Kovak (2017) study local labor

market adjustments to trade liberalizations in Brazil and find dynamic differences between regions

that increased over time. These dynamic effects provide supportive evidence on the existence of

the agglomeration economies forces.
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Other studies that explore the connection between trade and agglomeration take two diverging

views. The first view is that agglomeration or the density of economic activity is an outcome of

trade and internal geography. Agglomeration externalities do not exist and the spatial distribu-

tion of economic activity is based on transportation cost and comparative advantage. Coşar and

Fajgelbaum (2016) and Fajgelbaum and Redding (2022) explore this perspective in the context of

China and Argentina, respectively. Sectors with a comparative advantage benefit more from access

to global markets through ports and hence distribute themselves spatially in a way that reduces

internal transport costs. This leads to spatial clustering, and hence agglomeration. However, ag-

glomeration is purely an outcome of internal trade cost and comparative advantage and does not

itself contribute to the spatial effects of trade.

A different perspective to which this paper belongs emphasizes the interconnections between

trade and agglomeration due to heterogeneous firms. Trade theory suggests that firms sort into

exporting according to their productivity, and that subsequent trade liberalization benefits the rel-

atively more productive and exporting firms the most (Melitz 2003). Agglomeration theory follows

a similar logic. The most productive firms self-select into economically dense areas (Baldwin and

Okubo 2005; Gaubert 2018) which in turn increase their productivity (Gaubert 2018). Combining

trade theory and agglomeration theory implies that exporters should disproportionately cluster in

economically dense areas, which Bakker et al. (2021) confirm using Chinese firm data. Furthermore,

Bakker (2021) shows that export specific agglomeration spillovers arise due to the self selection of

productive firms into exporting and economically dense areas. These subsequently lead to larger

welfare gains in dense areas following trade liberalization.

Greenaway and Kneller (2008) already found export specific agglomeration spillovers by in-

vestigating the relationship between agglomeration and the likelihood that firms export. They

obtain evidence consistent with agglomeration spillovers raising the probability of exporting in

their dataset of UK manufacturing firms. Entering the export market further increases the pro-

ductivity of the firms that entered (Greenaway and Kneller 2008). Similarly, Koenig (2009) and

Koenig et al. (2010) use firm level data and firm export transaction data from France to show that

proximity to other exporting firms raises the likelihood that a firm will also start to export. These

export spillovers are industry and destination country specific, implying that firms within the same

industry begin to export to the same export markets that other local firms are already serving.
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One important implication of combining trade theory as in Melitz (2003) and agglomeration

theory as in Gaubert (2018) is that trade liberalization should benefit the densest agglomeration

clusters the most, as this is where productive exporting firms are located that can take the greatest

advantage of increased access to foreign markets (Bakker et al. 2021; Bakker 2021). We directly add

to this literature by empirically showing that indeed it is only the largest pre-existing clusters that

expand following trade liberalization whereas smaller clusters stagnate. We further show that these

expansions propagate to related industries and attenuate over distances up until 100km. Lastly,

in contrast to predictions in line with Melitz (2003), we show that this is mainly driven by new

entrants and not by an expansion of productive incumbents.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discussed the related literature. Section

3 introduces the data, while section 4 describes the empirical approach. Section 5 presents the

results and section 6 concludes.

2 Data and Variable Construction

2.1 Data

The primary data source is the Annual Survey of Industrial Firms (ASIF) from the Chinese National

Bureau of Statistics (NBS) covering the years 1998-2007. The survey covers “all state-owned and

above-scale private-owned industrial enterprises”, where “above-scale” refers to firms with annual

sales greater than or equal to 5 million RMB (about $ 770,000 at exchange rates in 2021). The data

descriptions are shown in Appendix Table A1. While the unit of observation is a firm, subsidiaries

of larger firms independently enter the sample as long as they are defined as a separate legal unit

(Brandt, Van Biesebroeck, and Y. Zhang 2014). Additionally, in some years, the surveyed firms

were asked how many of their establishments engage in industrial activity. In 1998, 88.9% of firms

reported only a single production plant, a share that increased to 96.6% of firms in 2007 (Brandt,

Van Biesebroeck, and Y. Zhang 2014). This suggests that ASIF comes close to an establishment-

level survey. Using data from the economic census of 2004, Brandt, Van Biesebroeck, and Y. Zhang

(2012) show that ASIF captures most of the industrial activity in China. Though it only accounts

for 20% of all industrial firms in 2004, these employ 71.2% of the industrial workforce, create 90.7%

of output and generate 97.5% of exports.
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Though a unique firm identifier allows us to match firms over time, some firms’ identifiers change

due to mergers, acquisitions, restructuring, or because they are simply assigned a new number. To

ensure that we can adequately track firms over time, we employ Brandt, Van Biesebroeck, and Y.

Zhang (2012)’s matching approach. Their approach is based on five steps, where each step only

uses entries not matched by the previous step. In the first step, we match firms by their unique

identifier, then by the firm’s name, and then by a combination of the legal representative’s name,

prefecture code, and industry code. In this step, we depart from Brandt, Van Biesebroeck, and

Y. Zhang (2012), who use only the representative’s name and the firm’s prefecture code, as we

found this to produce inconsistent matches frequently. Lastly, we match by combining the firm’s

phone number and prefecture code, and then by combining the founding year, 6-digit region code,

industry code, address and primary product name.

We drop firms with missing values in employment, exports and wage bill as well as firms that

report negative exports or negative gross output. Following Brandt, Van Biesebroeck, Wang, et al.

(2017) we also drop firms with fewer than 8 employees as these fall under a different legal regime.

Do avoid re-exporting firms we further remove firms that report and export output ratio greater

than 2. The Chinese Industrial Classification (CIC) changed between 2002 and 2003, to consistently

track industries we employ the crosswalk by Brandt, Van Biesebroeck, and Y. Zhang (2012). As

part of this change some industries were reclassified as services, hence we also remove these from

our sample2. We further drop other industrial non-manufacturing industries (e.g. mining or oil

refining). Lastly, all firms where longitude or latitude could not be inferred from the address data

are also removed. This leaves us with 142,393 firms in 1998 and 310,064 firms in 2007.

The geo-location data is obtained based on the firm address. The ASIF data provides detailed

annual information on firm name and firm address, which can be used to link to locations defined

by longitude and latitude coordinates through Baidu Map API v3.0, an online map and navigation

system widely used in China. The Baidu Map API is based on the GCJ02 coding system which

is later transfered to the WGS84 coding system.3 With the geocodes, we are able to trace the

dynamics of the geographic distribution of Chinese manufacturing firms from 1998 through 2013.

2These are CIC codes 1711, 1712, 1713, 1714, 2220, 3648, 3783, 4183, and 4280.
3There is one caveat of the geocode database. Because the retrieve was done in 2021 and was based on the

most recent Baidu Map, a small number of firms that changed address may not be found. Based on firm names, the
retrieved coordinates are based on firms’ recent addresses. The share of firms with missing coordinate information is
only xxx, which is negligible.
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Data on NRT gaps is taken from Pierce and Schott (2016) and matched to the Chinese Industry

Classification (CIC) based on the product-industry concordance provided by Brandt, Van Biese-

broeck, and Y. Zhang (2012) and various versions of HS 6-digit product-level concordance provided

by the World Integrated Trade Solution (WITS).

In addition to the aforementioned datasets, we use various statistical yearbooks and collect

information on road intensity, high-speed railways, and special economic zones to measure city

characteristics.

2.2 Variable Construction

Spatial concentration

A key challenge in establishing a link between trade and agglomeration is measuring spatial

concentration. As summarized in Duranton and Overman (2005), there are some criteria to evaluate

the measurement of spatial concentration. The first one is that the measure should be comparable

across spatial units. The existing literature mainly makes aggregation based on administrative

units. However, the geographic coverage and population of each administrative region differ from

each other, as they are defined based on administrative needs rather than economic comparability.

These make the existing aggregations mix different spatial scales and make the size indicators,

such as regional total employment and output, less comparable. For instance, the most populous

city in China was Shanghai with a population of 23 million, more than 60 times as large as the

least populous city (Shizihe), according to the 2010 population census. The second one is that the

measure should be spatially continuous. For example, if a cluster happens to be located along the

borders of two regions, measurements based on administrative boundaries, such as regional total

employment or output, would split a cluster into two pieces. Another limitation of aggregation by

administrative boundary is that it is hard to compare results across different scales. Because in

many countries the number of administrative divisions is limited to two or four layers.

Using geo-coded firm data, we measure spatial concentration as the employment density in

a certain radius around the industry-prefecture cluster center. This measurement is comparable

across regions and industries. It also works in continuous space rather than being constrained by

administrative units, which allows us to compare the results with different radii.

Using the ASIF data (1998-2007), we are able to capture the evolution of spatial concentration
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Figure 1: Concentric Rings for ”Basic & Raw Chemical” industry in and around Shanghai in 1998

between regions while avoiding mismeasurement due to arbitrary administrative boundaries.

At the same time, we wish to measure concentration within clusters. Hence, we employ a

concentric ring approach, where we measure employment density in 10km rings around a cluster

center.

To define the cluster center, we take an employment-weighted average longitude and latitude of

every firm in a given industry and prefecture in 1998. For example, figure 1 shows this approach for

the ”Basic & Raw Chemical” industry in Shanghai in 1998. Blue dots represent individual firms,

whereas the red dot denotes the cluster center. Firm dots are scaled by their respective employment

size.

Specifically, the measure for spatial concentration is defined as the employment density for each

industry-prefecture-ring combination:

concentrationtjpr =
Lt
jpr

Areapr
=

∑

f L
t
jprf

Areapr
(1)

Where j denotes a 3-digit industry, p denotes a prefecture, r is a ring, and f denotes individual

firms. Years are indexed by t. The area is measured in 10, 000m2.
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Figure 2: Density of Agricultural Machinery Manufacturing 1998 (left) vs 2007 (right)

In total, there are 161 3-digit industries and 336 prefectures. Whenever an industry is present

in a prefecture at a given time we calculate the densities within each ring around the industry-

prefecture center in 1998. Rings are defined up to 150km away from the cluster center and can

overlap if different industry-prefecture centers are less than 150km apart, which is free from the

restrictions of administrative units.

As figure 2 highlights for Agricultural Machinery Manufacturing, we wish to capture the re-

inforcing role of initially large clusters. To do so we define size quartiles within the industry by

prefecture in 1998 to measure the size of the pre-existing cluster.

Table 2.2 provides summary statistics on our final data set which varies by industry, prefecture,

ring and year. As expected, employment and firm density is larger in clusters that were initially

large in 1998 (4th Quartile). Furthermore, density is decreasing in distance to the cluster center.

A notable feature in table 2.2 is the variation in exporter share amongst the quartiles. As

predicted by combining firm sorting into exporting (Melitz 2003) and firm sorting into agglomera-

tion (Gaubert 2018), exporters are disproportionately concentrated in the largest clusters. Bakker

et al. (2021) find a similar pattern for the Chinese industrial census in 2004, however they do not

distinguish between different industries.
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Table 1: Summary of concentric ring data

Q1:

Mean SD

Q2:

Mean SD

Q3:

Mean SD

Q4:

Mean SD

Employment Density . . . . . . . .

0-10km 45.148 189.812 88.801 249.438 177.974 379.525 737.725 2015.619

10-20km 8.857 68.312 18.658 80.476 42.281 133.949 208.478 570.903

20-30km 6.724 39.344 11.857 40.967 26.734 120.222 110.985 378.095

30-40km 6.776 33.662 11.127 45.863 21.08 81.539 72.317 223.431

40-50km 8.308 39.942 12.474 64.438 19.38 68.061 59.735 192.563

50-150km 8.978 43.278 13.028 51.608 20.456 75.806 45.679 151.498

Firm Density . . . . . . . .

0-10km .273 .407 .323 .538 .496 .886 1.557 3.807

10-20km .047 .155 .089 .25 .176 .428 .727 1.678

20-30km .034 .116 .058 .147 .114 .32 .411 1.038

30-40km .032 .098 .048 .137 .09 .261 .283 .721

40-50km .034 .107 .05 .167 .085 .247 .225 .562

50-150km .037 .12 .051 .151 .083 .23 .172 .447

Exporter Share . . . . . . . .

0-10km .133 .321 .208 .373 .26 .379 .319 .358

10-20km .177 .348 .2 .355 .234 .358 .278 .334

20-30km .17 .332 .185 .343 .222 .348 .271 .336

30-40km .181 .337 .182 .33 .215 .338 .261 .33

40-50km .184 .327 .188 .327 .212 .332 .256 .327

50-150km .183 .314 .192 .315 .212 .315 .247 .314

Change Employment Density . . . . . . . .

0-10km -.339 195.727 -27.802 216.668 -72.215 347.092 -232.278 1625.439

10-20km 5.291 67.781 4.238 75.304 5.805 114.401 32.505 430.404

20-30km 2.198 33.882 1.589 41.528 5.84 113.886 34.28 307.653

30-40km 2.194 29.223 1.88 39.206 5.51 61.783 20.499 169.712

40-50km .559 36.864 1.545 51.448 3.514 53.539 16.922 129.119

50-150km .912 44.37 1.564 38.861 2.953 61.211 11.02 113.177

Density is measured in workers / firms per 10k square meters.
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Trade policy uncertainty

Our identification relies on the exogeneity of NTR gaps with respect to Chinese firms’ location

choices. As outlined in Pierce and Schott (2016), under certain conditions, the US president could

grant non-market economies normal trade relations without consulting the Congress. These non-

market economies would otherwise face non-NTR tariffs, which the US applied to countries not part

of the WTO and which were substantially higher tariffs than those applied to WTOmembers. China

was first granted NTR tariffs in 1980, which could be overturned by congressional disapproval each

year. Chinese firms exporting to the US thus faced the risks that they could potentially experience

large increases in US tariffs levied on their goods.

This trade policy uncertainty was eliminated when China acceded to the WTO in late 2001,

hence representing a considerable reduction in trade uncertainty for Chinese firms. We argue

that the gap in NTR and non-NTR tariffs, which was decided in the US not China, and the

uncertain annual approval, were exogenous from the perspective of Chinese firms. We exploit

differences in NTR gaps across Chinese industries and the establishment of permanent normal

trade relations following China’s WTO accession to identify the effect of trade liberalization on

industrial agglomeration in China.

3 Export and Within-Industry Spatial Concentration

3.1 Between Cluster

Our empirical approach follows Dix-Carneiro and Kovak (2017). We take the differences in our

dependent variable relative to 1998 and estimate the model for each ring in each year t ∈ [1999, 2007]

separately. Specifically we estimate

Y t
prj − Y 1998

prj =
4∑

q=1

βq,tNTRj ×Qpjq +Xt
prj + µP + γs + ϵtprj , (2)

where j denotes a 3-digit industry, p denotes a prefecture, r a ring. Qpjq is a quartile dummy

for the initial size quartile q, which does not vary over time as the initial size quartile is defined

in 1998. Xt
prj is a vector of controls that includes the difference between t and 1998 in Chinese

input and output tariffs. Xt
prj also contains the initial shares of foreign- and private-owned capital.

Foreign-owned capital shares tend to be a good proxy for local policies to boost growth. It further

includes a proxy for the share of firms that are in a special economic zone, based on data from

Martin and K. Zhang (2021). We also include fixed effects µP for province P and γs for 2-digit



sector s. Standard errors are clustered at the 3-digit industry level to allow for within-industry

correlation in error.

The dependent variable is employment density as defined in equation 1, and constructed as

changes relative to 1998. The unit is workers per 10,000 square meters. Furthermore, we use

the NTR-Gap from 1998, which does not vary over time. Hence, βq,t is the cumulative effect of

liberalization on outcomes by year t. The NTR gap measures the gap between WTO tariffs and

the potential tariffs Chinese firms would have faced if the Congress had overturned NTR tariffs.

Hence, the larger the gap, the more substantial the reduction in trade uncertainty that an industry

experienced after 2001.

Table 3.1 provides summary statistics on the NTR-Gap as well as the initial size quartiles. The

initial size is measured by the employment in an industry-prefecture pair in 1998. Quartiles are

defined by the initial size distribution across prefectures in the same industry. Hence the initial

size range of the quartiles overlap.

Table 2: Summary of NTR-Gap and initial
cluster size

Mean SD Min Max

NTR Gap 30.52 14.04 0 71.68

Initial Size

Q1 164.05 201.91 8 2272

Q2 620.3 611.44 50 6104

Q3 1612.14 1540.46 58 14128

Q4 7060.33 10312.2 91 165953

Note: Initial cluster size is measured by the number
of workers and varies by industry-prefecture pairs.

We begin our empirical analysis by investigating the effect of trade uncertainty reduction on the

within-industry clustering of firms across cities following equation 2. The within-industry clustering

is measured as the employment density of a cluster. Without loss of generality, we define a cluster

as a 100km circle around the industry-city center as the average radius of a Chinese city is 100km.

In the next section, we will show the results with different radii when examing the between-city

effect. Figure 3 shows the evolution of the effect of trade liberalization by quartile on employment
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Figure 3: Change in employment density in a 100km around the cluster center by initial size quartile

density. There is no significant change in density associated with NTR Gaps for any quartile

before 2001 when China acceded to the WTO. This is in line with expectations, as the reduction in

trade uncertainty by the establishment of permanent normal trade relations was tied to the WTO

membership of China. This suggests that industries that faced a higher NTR gap were not on a

differential trend prior to 2001 compared to industries with a lower gap, irregardless of their initial

size quartile.

After 2001, figure 3 shows a sharp increase in employment density associated with a larger

reduction in trade uncertainty, however, this only holds for cluster in the fourth initial size quartile.

That is, only clusters that were already large in 1998 expanded following trade liberalization.

This is in line with expectations that arise by combining Melitz (2003) and Gaubert (2018), as in

Bakker et al. (2021). Because of sorting and agglomeration externalities, relatively more productive

and exporting firms are disproportionately located in larger clusters. Since these firms benefit the

most from better access to foreign markets, it is the largest initial clusters that reinforce themselves,

resulting in an increase in the spatial concentration of economic activity and a reinforcing of regional

comparative advantages.
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3.2 Between and Within Cluster

We now add back the concentric rings to equation 2 to further investigate the effect on increased

access to foreign markets within and across clusters.

Just as before, figure 4 displays an increase in employment density for the initially largest

clusters only after 2001. Plotting the cummulative effects by 2007 across concentric rings in figure

5 further reveals a reduction in the effect size further away from the initial cluster center4. We

find the strongest effects at the 10-20km ring which then slowly fade and cease to be significantly

different from the other quartiles after 100km.

These effects are large in magnitude. For example, by 2007 a one standard deviation larger

NTR Gap lead to a density increase of 21.2% at 10-20km for an average Q4 cluster.

3.3 Decomposition

The overall effects highlighted in figure 5 offer no insights into the margins driving these increases in

density. A concern might be that these patterns could be explained by a Melitz (2003) framework

alone, without any agglomeration. Exporting firms will be larger even before trade liberalization,

potentially contributing to being in the 4th Quartile. It is also these firms that grow the most

after liberalization. In this case the results in figure 5 could be explained by within firm changes

in employment alone.

When we decompose the effect into the margins of growth, we find that this is not the case.

Specifically, we decompose the change in employment density by 2007 into 5 terms:

1. Incumbents firms: Growth of firms that existed before 2001 and at least until 2007

2. Exits: Decline in employment density due to firms that existed before 2001 exiting the sample.

3. Entry: Employment density gains due to new firms entering

4. Switching into the industry: Incumbent firms that switch into the liberalizing industry by

2007

4Note that we exclude the first ring from 0 to 10km. Because initial cluster centers are based on weighted average
longitude and latitude of all firms in an industry-prefecture combination and because the first ring covers the smallest
area, density varies drastically. Indeed, it sometimes includes no firm at all. Because of the large standard deviation,
the estimates are extremely imprecise and distort the scaling of our figures.
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Figure 4: Change in employment density at different distances
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Figure 5: Cumulative change in employment density by 2007

5. Switching out of the industry: Incumbent firms that leave the liberalizing industry by 2007

This decomposition is exact except for firms relocating between the rings. As this rarely happens

and does not contribute to the observed effects we omit this term.

Figure 6 reveals that the positive effect of trade liberalization on employment density in the

fourth quartile is predominately driven by firms entering. The positive effect on concentration that

we observe appears to be driven mostly by the extensive margin of agglomeration, where new firms

enter in booming clusters.

Surprisingly, the initial stock of firms does not benefit. They either exit, reducing employment

density, or if we only focus on the survivors to not appear to grow. This is at odds with predictions

from a standard Melitz type model, where productive incumbent firms should expand following an

increased access to foreign markets.

Additionally, incumbent local firms tend to switch their industry to join or leave the liberalizing

industry. On net this also contributes to the positive effect on employment density, as more firms

switch into the liberalizing industry than out of it. All in all, the results indicate that initially large

clusters of an industry experiencing stronger trade liberalization tend to become more dynamic.
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(a) Incumbents (b) Exits

(c) Entry (d) Industry in Switching

(e) Industry out switching

Figure 6: Decomposed cumulative change in employment density by 2007 by the margin of growth
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(a) Private (b) Foreign

(c) State and Collectivley owned

Figure 7: Decomposed cumulative change in employment density by 2007, by firm ownership

The adverse effects for incumbent local firms might also reflect the extensive privatization of

the Chinese economy at the time. The removal of barriers to entry could have allowed private firms

to enter in booming clusters and hence increasing the local competition for incumbents. Indeed,

as figure 7 shows, the positive employment density effects we document so to exclusively come

from private and foreign-owned firms, whereas state and collectively owned enterprises contract.

Contrastingly, in initially smaller clusters where there are no substantial entry effects, SOEs and

collectively owned enterprises benefit from increased access to foreign markets.
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3.4 Robustness

Though NTR-Gaps are arguably exogenous from the perspective of Chinese firms, there are still

some potential confounders that remain.

Though equation 2 already accounts for the presence of FDI and special economic zones, other

local factors that influence density and correlate with NTR gaps may remain. For instance, local

governments may invest in infrastructure to reduce internal trade cost as a response to local growth

due to trade liberalization. Assuming that this further boosts local growth, for example by coun-

teracting dispersion forces, we may be overstating the reinforcing local effects due to better access

to foreign markets.

Another concern may be related to local spillover effects as highlighted in figure ??. If local

spillovers exist and are positive we may conflate them with the direct effect of a reduction in trade

uncertainty and therefore overstate the direct effect.

To address these concerns we extend the model in equation 2 to further capture the change

in road length of each prefecture relative to 1998, the establishment of high-speed railway connec-

tions, and the employment weighted average prefecture NTR-Gap. Figure 8 displays cumulative

employment (top) and firm (bottom) density effects while including these additional controls. The

results remain virtually unchanged, indicating that our results are robust to these concerns.

Our empirical approach relies on separately estimating equation 2 for each year to obtain

cumulative effects by each year. A disadvantage of this approach is that is does not allow us to

include a more flexible set of fixed effects that can account for trends over time. Since density around

the fourth quartile cluster centers is larger than for lower quartiles by definition, any subsequent

changes in absolute density are likely also to be larger than for lower quartiles. This is a potential

concern, especially if larger prefectures are on a different growth path than smaller prefectures and

larger prefectures are likely to contain more Q4 clusters.

We address these concerns by modifying our empirical approach to a regression that pools all

years. Specifically, we estimate

Yprjt − Y 1998
prj =

4∑

q=1

βqNTRj ×Qpjq × Postt +Xprjt + µpt + γj + ϵprjt (3)

Where again j denotes a 3-digit industry, p denotes a prefecture, r a ring. Qpjq is a quartile dummy
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Figure 8: Cumulative density effects by 2007 with additional controls

for the initial size quartile q. Postt is a binary variable taking one after China’s accession to the

WTO in 2001. Xprjt is a vector of controls that includes the difference between t and 1998 in

Chinese input and output tariffs, private and foreign ownership share in 1998, and SEZ shares in t.

The time variation now allows us to include a more flexible set of fixed effects. Hence, µpt controls

for prefecture time trends and γj controls for time invariant differences between 3-digit industries.

Additional controls such as the change in a prefectures road length, high-speed railway connections,

and weighted average prefecture NTR gaps are absorbed by µpt.

The dependent variable remains the total change in employment density at different rings r

for each cluster. Yet larger total changes in Q4 may appear larger than for lower quartiles simply

because Q4 clusters have a higher density to begin with. Therefore we also take changes in inverse-

hyperbolic sine transformed employment density to capture relative effects. Note however, that

relative effects reveal very little about changes in the spatial concentration of economic activity,

with which we are concerned. For example, a 10% increase in the density of a Q1 ring is small

relative to a 1% increase in the density of a Q4 ring. Even if in relative terms, the density of

the smallest clusters increase more than the density of the largest clusters, the overall spatial

concentration of economic activity is still likely to increase.
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Table 3.4 displays results for the pooled regression as specified in equation 3. The results still

display the distinct pattern of reinforcing initially large clusters. Even in relative terms and after

controlling for prefecture time trends, Q4 clusters’ density grow substantially more than smaller

clusters as a response to increased access to foreign markets. Note that these effects are averages

of the effects across rings and years post 2001 and therefore not directly comparable to the effects

based on equation 2.

Table 3: Pooled Regression

(1) (2)

Change in density Growth in density (ihs)

NTRgap × Q1 × WTO 0.151 0.0777∗∗

(0.106) (0.0374)

NTRgap × Q2 × WTO 0.170∗ 0.0807∗∗

(0.103) (0.0376)

NTRgap × Q3 × WTO 0.250∗∗ 0.104∗∗

(0.121) (0.0427)

NTRgap × Q4 × WTO 0.715∗∗∗ 0.178∗∗∗

(0.242) (0.0578)

City x Year FE Yes Yes

Industry FE Yes Yes

N 2459786 2459786

Column 1 shows total changes in density relative to 1998. Density is
measured in workers per 10k square meters. Column 2 shows changes in
inverse-hyperbolic sine transformed density (×100). Standard errors (in
parentheses) are clustered at the 3-digit industry level. For consistency
with the previous figures the 0-10km ring is excluded.
∗

p < 0.1, ∗∗

p < 0.05, ∗∗∗

p < 0.01

4 Export and Co-agglomeration

The focus so far has been on the direct effect of trade liberalization on within industry spatial

concentration. However, industries do not operate in isolation, but rather are interdependent.

Ellison, Glaeser, and Kerr (2010) already showed that industries that are economically close to one

another tend to co-agglomerate. These co-agglomeration patterns are strongest for firms linked by
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input-output relations (Ellison, Glaeser, and Kerr 2010). Helm (2020) too finds that trade shocks

to one industry spill over locally to other industries, but only for industries connected by labor

linkages.

To address whether increased foreign market access also reinforces co-agglomeration patterns,

we modify equation 2 to measure the density change in related industries rather than the liberalizing

industry.
∑

k ̸=j

ωjk(Y
rt
pk − Y r1998

pk ) =

4∑

q=1

βrt
q NTRj ×Qpjq +Xrt

pj + µP + γs + ϵrtpj (4)

Where ω captures the related industries through three linkages: input, output and labor pooling.

Input linkages are captured by input shares taken from Chinese IO tables from 2002, where ω

measures the cost expenditure share of the downstream industry j spent on the upstream industry

k. Similarly, output linkages are measured by the output shares, where ω measures the share of the

upstream industry j’s output sold to the downstream industry k. To measure the extent to which

industries use a similar labor pool we calculate bilateral occupation correlations between industries.

To do so we use the Chinese Population Census from 2000, which reports industry and occupation

of employment on a detailed level. We then calculate the correlation in the occupation share of

each industry pair to measure labor pooling. In the few cases that the correlation is negative, we

replace it with zero to avoid negative employment.

The measure for the cummilative change in co-agglomeration
∑

k ̸=j ωjk(Y
rt
pk − Y r1998

pk ) is the

weighted total employment density in a given ring, where the weight ω reflects different linkages

between the liberalizing industry j and all other local industries k ̸= j.

The specification otherwise remains the same as in equation 2, so that we estimate the effect

of industry j’s reduction in trade uncertainty on local density changes of other industries related

to industry j. The results are displayed in figure 9. We find positive spillover effects on local firms

upstream and downstream of industry j facing trade liberalization, but only for clusters of j that

were initially large. This implies that trade liberalization also induces co-agglomeration, but only

for the clusters that were large enough to take advantage of the increased access to foreign markets.

This is also in line with Ellison, Glaeser, and Kerr (2010), who find that input-output linkages

matter the most for the determination of co-agglomeration patterns.

In contrast, we find negative spillovers for industries using a similar labour force. This implies
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a competition effect between industries using a similar labour force. For labour to be scarce locally

we need imperfect labor mobility between regions, which might be the case in China due to the

Hukou policy which introduces mobility frictions. This is consistent with the findings of Curuk and

Vannoorenberghe (2017) for the U.S., whose results imply that specific skill complementaries and

knowledge transfusion through worker flows may not outweigh the effects of competition for the

same pool of labor.

5 Theoretical Framework

In this section, we lay out a spatial Melitz model to understand the patterns we document in this

paper. The model can be viewed as a direct extension of Melitz (2003) to an environment with

multiple regions within a country. Regions can be interpreted as cities, but can also be interpreted

as “circles” of a city in the context of our empirics. To ease the presentation we will always refer

to “cities” for these heterogeneous exporting regions. The model can also be viewed as a simplified

version of Bakker et al. (2021), where we impose a particular spatial structure to both capture the

salient feature of China’s regional development experience and obtain clean analytical results that

can be contrasted with data patterns.

5.1 Environment

We specifically consider an “Rural China–Chinese cities–U.S.” spatial structure: one rural area of

China, N exogenously fixed Chinese cities, and one foreign country (US). Rural China supplies

labor to firms in cities, which then produce to fulfill the demand of US consumers. We focus on

the problem of firms located in Chinese cities, that aim to export to the US.

We normalize the total mass of workers to 1. Workers are initially exogenously distributed in

the rural area and among cities. Specifically, the share of workers located in cities is η, and in

the rural area is 1− η. Cities potentially differ in the initial size of the labor force. Denote city j

endows ηej units of labor. Firms in city j will produce using the labor endowment ηej and labor

migrated from the rural area. We abstract from migration between cities. This structure well

mimics the development experience of China after joining WTO, where the growth engine of cities

is the workers migrating from the rural area.
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Figure 9: Cumulative co-agglomeration effects by 2007
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Rural workers receive an exogenous value b if staying in the rural area. They can also choose

to move to one of the N cities. If the worker moves to city j, he will get wage wj instead of b. We

allow for preference shocks for each city of choice to smooth the migration. So workers in the rural

area face the following problem:

max{b+ ϵ0, w1 + ϵ1, . . . , wj + ϵj , . . . , wN + ϵN}

where ϵj is the Gumbel distributed preference shock with location parameter 0 and scale parameter

α. The probability of moving to city j is thus 1

e
α(b−wj)+

∑N
i=1 e

α(wi−wj)
. Therefore, combining local

workers and migrating workers, the total labor supply to city j is

Ld
j (w) = ηej +

1− η

eα(b−wj) +
∑N

l=k e
α(wk−wj)

(5)

where w collects the wages of all cities: w = {w1, . . . , wN}.

Foreign demand. Foreigners’ utility function is standard CES with substitution of elasticity

σ. Therefore the foreigners’ problem is

max
xi

U =

(∫

i∈Ω
x

σ−1
σ

i di

) σ
σ−1

s.t.

∫

i∈Ω
pixidi = W

where Ω is the universe of varieties, pi and xi are prices and consumption of variety i, and W is the

total expenditure of US consumers on Chinese exports. For the purpose of this paper, we focus on

Chinese exporters and treat W as exogenous. The foreign demand faced by individual firm/variety

i is thus

xi =
(pi

P

)−σ W

P

s.t. P =

(∫

i∈Ω
p1−σ
i di

) 1
1−σ

where P is the standard aggregate price index. This formulation states that firms in different cities

face the same demand curve. How much a firm can sell ultimately depends on its ability to charge
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low prices.

Firm problem. Firms use labor only and (for now) produce for foreigners only. Firms engage

in monopolistic competition. The labor cost of producing x units of output for an operating firm

is given by

l(ϕ) = f +
x

ϕ
(6)

where f is the fixed cost of production in terms of labor, and ϕ is the firm-specific productivity.

For a given wage level wj , the pricing problem of a firm with productivity ϕ in city j yields

pj(ϕ) =
wj

ρ(1− τ)ϕ
(7)

where ρ = σ−1
σ

. The output, revenue, and firm profit corresponding to pj(ϕ) is thus

xj(ϕ) =

(
wj

ρ(1− τ)ϕ

)−σ
W

P1−σ

rj(ϕ) = pj(ϕ)xj(ϕ) = W

(
Pρ(1− τ)ϕ

wj

)σ−1

πj(ϕ) =
rj(ϕ)

σ
− fjwj

Firm entry and aggregation. In each city, there is a large (unbounded) pool of prospective

entrants into the exporting business. To enter, firms have to make an initial investment modeled

as a fixed entry cost F . Firms then draw their initial productivity from a city-specific distribution

with CDF Gj(ϕ) and PDF gj(ϕ). Conditional on the productivity drawn, firms decided whether

to stay and produce/export or to exit and not produce. If the firm does produce, it then faces a

constant probability δ in every period of a bad shock that would force it to exit.

Given that ϕ once drawn is fixed for a firm, there will be a cutoff productivity ϕ∗
j for each city

j, such that entrants will find unprofitable below this cutoff once entering. So the observed firm
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distribution of city j, µj(ϕ), will be a truncated distribution on Gj :

µj(ϕ) =







gj(ϕ)
1−Gj(ϕ∗

j )
, if ϕ ≥ ϕ∗

j

0, o.w.

where 1−Gj(ϕ
∗
j ) is the probability of successful entry in city j. As is standard in the Melitz model,

denote ϕ̃j be the observed average productivity defined as follows

ϕ̃j(ϕ
∗
j ) =

[

1

1−Gj(ϕ∗
j )

∫ ∞

ϕ∗

j

ϕσ−1gj(ϕ)dϕ

] 1
σ−1

(8)

Revenue and profit of a firm with productivity ϕ̃j would be as follows

r̄j := rj(ϕ̃j) =

(

ϕ̃j(ϕ
∗
j )

ϕ∗
j

)σ−1

rj(ϕ
∗
j )

π̄j := πj(ϕ̃j) =
rj(ϕ̃j)

σ
− fwj =

(

ϕ̃j(ϕ
∗
j )

ϕ∗
j

)σ−1
rj(ϕ

∗
j )

σ
− fwj

Using the definition of cutoff productivity of each city πj(ϕ
∗
j ) = 0 yields

π̄j =





(

ϕ̃j(ϕ
∗
j )

ϕ∗
j

)σ−1

− 1



 fwj (9)

Also free entry in each city j yields

[
1−Gj(ϕ

∗
j )
] π̄j

δ
− F = 0 (10)

Combining equation (9) and (10) we obtain the following equation

δF

1−Gj(ϕ∗
j )

︸ ︷︷ ︸

city j average profit implied by free entry

=





(

ϕ̃j(ϕ
∗
j )

ϕ∗
j

)σ−1

− 1



 fwj

︸ ︷︷ ︸

city j average profit implied by zero profit at ϕ∗

j

(11)

This equation indicates that in each city j, productivity cutoff ϕ∗
j should equalize the average
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profit implied by the free entry condition and the average profit implied by cutoff productivity

leading to exactly zero profits. Given wage wj , this condition yields for each city the cutoff pro-

ductivity ϕ∗
j , which summarizes all the firm-level information for city j. Given ϕ∗

j , other firm-level

objects, such as r̄j , π̄j , ϕ̃j , and firm distribution µj , can all be derived accordingly.

5.2 Equilibrium

What is left to be determined in the equilibrium are wage wj and mass of firms Mj for each city.

First note that the aggregate price index is

P =





N∑

j=1

∫ ∞

0
pj(ϕ)

1−σMjµj(ϕ)dϕ





1
1−σ

=





N∑

j=1

MjP
1−σ
j





1
1−σ

where Pj =
[∫∞

0 pj(ϕ)
1−σµj(ϕ)dϕ

] 1
1−σ = pj(ϕ̃j) is the city-specific price index, which is a function

of the wage level wj .

Goods Market Clearing. For each city j, total production must equal total demand. Total

demand is city specific because the pricing of the firm depends on both the firm-level productivity

ϕ and the city-level wage rate wj . We can express the demand faced by the firm with productivity

draw ϕ̃j as follows

xj(ϕ̃j) =

(

pj(ϕ̃j)

P

)−σ
W

P

A bit of algebra yields the following equation on firm mass Mj

Mj =
W

r̄j
∑N

i=1
Mi

Mj

(
Pi

Pj

)1−σ
(12)

where r̄j is the revenue of a firm in city j with productivity draw ϕ̃j . Given wj , this is a system

with N equations and N unknowns {Mj}
N
j=1. If symmetry is imposed such that Gj = G for all city
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j, then the system is reduced to

MN =
W

r̄

which becomes an accounting identity that says, under symmetry, the number of firms in the

economy equals the total expenditure divided by the firms’ average revenue.

Labor Market Clearing. Finally, the wage is determined by equating the labor supply with

the labor demand in each city or location. Labor demand in each city consists of two parts: labor

used for entering and labor used for production. Labor used for entering is

Le
j(w) = F

δMj

1−Gj(ϕ∗
j )

(13)

where in the last term we impose the steady-state condition for the law of motion of firm mass.

Labor used for production is

L
p
j (w) = Mj

(

fj +
xj(ϕ̃j)

ϕ̃j

)

(14)

Then the labor market clearing condition states

Le
j(w) + L

p
j (w) = Ls

j(w) (15)

where Ls
j(w) is the city j labor supply from equation (5). This is also a system with N equations

and N unknowns. We can thus express the equilibrium a bit more formally as follows.

Spatial-Melitz equilibrium. A spatial-Melitz equilibrium consists of, for each city j ∈

{1, 2, . . . , N}, the wage wj , mass of firms Mj , and production/export cutoff ϕ∗
j , such that for a

given set of city-specific productivity distribution {Gj(ϕ)}
N
j=1, the following conditions hold

1. Productivity cutoff ϕ∗
j satisfies the free entry condition for each city j according to equation

(11).

2. Mass of firms Mj clears the goods market for each city j according to equation (12).

3. Wage wj clears the labor market for each city j according to equation (15).
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5.3 Analysis

Following Helpman et al. (2004) and Bakker et al. (2021), we postulate that productivity draws

are Pareto distributed. Specifically, we make the following assumption

Assumption 1 City-specific productivity distribution has the CDF Gj(ϕ) and corresponding PDF

gj(ϕ) as follows

Gj(ϕ) = 1−

(
ℓj

ϕ

)k

gj(ϕ) = kℓkjϕ
−k−1

where ℓj > 0 is the city-specific productivity lower bound, and k is the common shape parameter.

Essentially, we postulate that cities are different in terms of the upper Pareto tail. Cities with

higher ℓj feature a thicker upper tail. Given the assumption above, we first show how the city-

specific productivity cutoff ϕ∗
j (and corresponding average observed productivity ϕ̃j) depends on

the wage level wj .

Proposition 1 Given Assumption 1, at a given wage level wj for city j, the city-specific produc-

tivity cutoff ϕ∗
j , and corresponding average observed productivity ϕ̃j, are given as follows

ϕ∗
j = max

{

ℓj

[
σ − 1

k + 1− σ

fwj

δF

] 1
k

, ℓj

}

(16)

ϕ̃j =

[
k

k + 1− σ

] 1
σ−1

ϕ∗
j (17)

Proposition 1 describes the dependence of cutoff productivity on both wages and city-specific

productivity distributions. First, the cutoff productivity is (weakly) increasing in the wage level.

This is because higher wages make entry less profitable, thus requiring higher productivity to make

entry break even. Second, the cutoff productivity is (strictly) increasing in ℓj . Since the entry cost

is assumed to be the same across cities, the free entry thus implies more competition in cities with

a thinker upper tail. Finally, as in the standard Melitz model, the average observed productivity ϕ̃j

is proportional to the cutoff productivity, which is specific to the Pareto distributed productivity

assumption.
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The second proposition we establish is that cities with thicker productivity upper tail will have

higher wages if initially, all workers are in the rural area, i.e., η = 0. η = 0 is required as we do not

allow migration decisions of city workers. Nevertheless, this does not affect our main proposition

on the effect of trade cost reduction.

Proposition 2 Given Assumption 1 and η = 0, city-specific wages wj will be weakly increasing in

ℓj.

Now we introduce a second assumption linking ℓj to initial city size ej . The idea is that,

potentially because of sorting and learning effects, cities with a larger population will have a higher

lower bound of productivity.

Assumption 2 City-specific productivity draws lower bound ℓj increases with initial city size ej.

Given this additional assumption, the model yields a clear prediction that a decrease in common

trade cost (or tariff) τ will lead to divergence between cities in terms of employment.

Proposition 3 Given Assumption 1 and 2. When N = 2 and e1 > e2, then L1 > L2. Additionally,

when τ decreases, L1
L2

increases.

6 Conclusion

The widening unequal spatial concentration of economic activities has become a central topic for

policy makers and academics. In this paper, we empirically investigate an implication that arises

by combining new developments on agglomeration theory (Gaubert 2018) which a Melitz (2003)

type framework as in Bakker et al. (2021) and Bakker (2021). Increasing access to foreign markets

increases the demand for manufactured goods, which leads to spatial concentration.

Using geo-coded data on Chinese manufacturing firms between 1998 and 2007 and a large reduc-

tion in trade uncertainty for Chinese exporters in 2001, we show that initially large agglomeration

clusters reinforce themselves as predicted by theory. We measure agglomeration along two dimen-

sions, “thickness” and “closeness”. Thickness captures the local density of employment, and hence

the intensive and extensive margins of agglomeration. Closeness measures the local density of firms,
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and hence only the extensive margin. Trade liberalization increases thickness and closeness, but

only for local industry clusters that were already large before liberalization took place.

These effects are large but attenuate as one moves away from the initial cluster center. For

example, by 2007 a one standard deviation larger reduction in trade uncertainty lead to an em-

ployment density increase of 21.2% at 10-20km for an average cluster in the largest initial size

quartile. We find these reinforcing agglomeration effects until 100km away from the initial center,

after which they cease to be significant.

Decomposing the changes in economic density yields that they are primarily driven by firms

entering the sample and their subsequent employment growth. Firms that were originally around

before liberalization decline in face of the increased competition from new entrants. Some of

the original firms also switch their industry to join the local industry experiencing greater trade

liberalization.

We further explore local spillover effects between related industries. Trade liberalization propa-

gates to industries upstream and downstream in the supply chain, hence inducing co-agglomeration.

In contrast, industries using a similar labour pool seem to suffer from other local industries ex-

panding due to increased access to foreign markets.

These results offer new insights into the relation between trade and agglomeration, and how

trade liberalization shapes the spatial distribution of economic activity. We show that the effect of

trade uncertainty reductions has heterogeneous effects within sectors, depending on the strength of

local agglomerations. Specifically, better access to foreign markets increases the spatial concentra-

tion of economic activity because it only leads to expansions of agglomeration clusters that were

large initially.
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A Appendix: Tables

Table A1: Summary of firm data

Number of Firms Value Added Output Employment Export Net value of fixed assets

1998 165110 1.94 6.77 61.96 1.08 4.41
1999 162029 2.16 7.27 58.05 1.15 4.73
2000 162884 2.54 8.57 55.59 1.46 5.18
2001 171243 2.83 9.54 54.41 1.62 5.54
2002 181552 3.3 11.08 55.21 2.01 5.95
2003 196213 4.2 14.23 57.48 2.69 6.61
2004 278984 5.72 20.17 66.16 4.05 7.95
2005 271830 7.22 25.16 68.96 4.77 8.95
2006 301957 9.11 31.65 73.58 6.05 10.57
2007 336763 11.7 40.5 78.74 7.33 12.34

Note: This table shows aggregates of the underlying firm level data by year. This includes all firms in the
sample, including non-manufacturing industrial firms. Employment is in million workers. Value added,
output, exports and net value of fixed assests are in trillion RMB. All values are in nominal terms.

B Appendix: Figures

C Appendix: Model Derivations

For a city with a higher ℓj , the lower bound of the productivity draw is higher. The observed
distribution for city j is then

µj(ϕ) =
gj(ϕ)

1−Gj(ϕ∗
j )

= kϕ∗
j
k
ϕ−k−1

Gobs
j (ϕ) =

Gj(ϕ)

1−Gj(ϕ∗
j )

=
1−

(
ℓj
ϕ

)k

(
ℓj
ϕ∗

j

)k

Note that, compared to gj(ϕ), µj(ϕ) is shape preserved with however a shifted support from [ℓj ,∞)
to [ϕ∗

j ,∞). It follows that the ex-post average productivity ϕ̃j is

ϕ̃j =

[

1

1−Gj(ϕ∗
j )

∫ ∞

ϕ∗

j

ϕσ−1gj(ϕ)dϕ

] 1
σ−1

=

[

kℓkj

1−Gj(ϕ∗
j )

ϕ∗
j
σ−k−1

k + 1− σ

] 1
σ−1

, if ϕ∗
j ≥ ℓj

=







[
k

k+1−σ

] 1
σ−1

ϕ∗
j , if ϕ∗

j ≥ ℓj
[

k
k+1−σ

] 1
σ−1

ℓj , if ϕ∗
j < ℓj
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which indicates that, under the Pareto distribution, if the cutoff is meaningful (ϕ∗
j ≥ ℓj), then the

ex-post average productivity grows linearly with the productivity cutoff. This property is useful.
What follows is that the average profit, π̄j , does not depend on the productivity cutoff but on wage
level only

π̄j =





(

ϕ̃j(ϕ
∗
j )

ϕ∗
j

)σ−1

− 1



 fjwj =
σ − 1

k + 1− σ
fjwj

Free entry condition then yields the probability of successful entry, 1−Gj(ϕ
∗
j ), and the produc-

tivity cutoff, ϕ∗
j , to be the following

1−Gj(ϕ
∗
j ) = min

{
k + 1− σ

σ − 1

δFj

fjwj

, 1

}

ϕ∗
j = max

{

ℓj

[
σ − 1

k + 1− σ

fjwj

δFj

] 1
k

, ℓj

}

The intuition up until now is as follows. Let’s say ℓj is increasing in ej . Suppose wages are all
the same across cities. Then because of the property of the Pareto distribution, the average profit
GIVEN successful entry and the probability of successful entry are both identical across cities.
What’s different is that entrants draw higher productivity in big cities, and the cutoff productivity
is also higher in big cities. Thus, the price level is lower and the firm size is larger in big cities.

Given ϕ∗
j (wj), one can then solve the 2N market clearing equations of N product markets and

N labor markets. As is shown above, product markets are characterized by

xj(ϕ̃j) =

(

pj(ϕ̃j)

P

)−σ
W

P

=⇒ r̄j = P 1−σ
j

W
∑N

i=1MiP
1−σ
i

=⇒

(

ϕ̃j(ϕ
∗
j )

ϕ∗
j

)σ−1

rj(ϕ
∗
j ) =

k

k + 1− σ
σfjwj = P 1−σ

j

W
∑N

i=1MiP
1−σ
i

=⇒
N∑

i=1

Mi

(
Pi

Pj

)1−σ

=
k + 1− σ

kσ

W

fjwj

=⇒
W

r̄j
= Mj

N∑

i=1

Mi

Mj

(
Pi

Pj

)1−σ

where city-specific price ratio Pi

Pj
is given by

Pi

Pj

=
pi(ϕ̃i)

pj(ϕ̃j)
=

wi

wj

ϕ̃j

ϕ̃i

=
wi

wj

ϕ∗
j

ϕ∗
i

The intuition: cities with a lower price have a larger mass of firms. So, holding wages constant,
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a city with a higher ℓj will have a higher cutoff productivity ϕ∗
j and a lower price level Pj , resulting

in more firms/varieties Mj .

A.3 Two asymmetric cities: N = 2

When there are only two cities, i.e., N = 2, we are able to derive some analytic results. Note that
goods market clearing and N = 2 imply

M1r̄1 = M2r̄2

so we have

N∑

i=1

Mi

Mj

(
Pi

Pj

)1−σ

=

N∑

i=1

r̄j

r̄i

(
Pi

Pj

)1−σ

=
N∑

i=1

fjwj

fiwi

(
wiϕ

∗
j

wjϕ
∗
i

)1−σ

=

N∑

i=1

fjw
σ
j ϕ

∗
j
1−σ

fiw
σ
i ϕ

∗
i
1−σ

:=Rj(w)

which is a function of wages only. It follows that Mj can be expressed as

Mj(w) =
W

r̄j(wj)Rj(w)

where r̄j = kσ
k+1−σ

fjwj . It follows that both portions of the labor demand can be written as a
function of wages as well

Le
j(w) =

δFjMj

1−Gj(ϕ∗
j )

L
p
j (w) = Mj

(

fj + ϕ̃σ−1
j

[
ρ(1− τ)

wj

]σ
W

P1−σ

)

And the total labor demand is given by

Ld
j (w) = Mj(w)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

mass of firms









δFj

1−Gj(ϕ∗
j )

︸ ︷︷ ︸

labor demand for entry

+ fj
︸︷︷︸

fixed cost

+
k

k + 1− σ
ϕ∗
j
σ−1

[
ρ(1− τ)

wj

]σ
W

P1−σ

︸ ︷︷ ︸

labor demand for variable production
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where

1−Gj(ϕ
∗
j ) = min

{
k + 1− σ

σ − 1

δFj

fjwj

, 1

}

ϕ∗
j = max

{

ℓj

[
σ − 1

k + 1− σ

fjwj

δFj

] 1
k

, ℓj

}

P =





N∑

j=1

MjP
1−σ
j





1
1−σ
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